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Abstract

We introduce a logical formalism for the specification
of the dynamic behavior of databases. The evolution
of databases is characterized by both the dynamic in
tegrity constraints which describe the properties of state
transitions and the transactions whose executions lead
to state transitions. Our formalism is based on a variant
of first-order situational logic in which the states of com
putations are explicit objects. Integrity constraints and
transactions are uniformly specifiable as expressions in
our language. We also point out the application of the
formalism to the verification and synthesis of transac
tions.
1. Introduction

A database contains a collection of data that mod
els some part of the world. The data in a database is
grouped into several relations. A database schema de
scribes the semantics of the data stored in the database
by specifying the structure of the relations and the rela
tionships among the data in different relations at differ
ent times of the world evolution. We can view a data
base schema as a first-order theory which characterizes
both the static properties of databasé states and the dy
namic properties of state transitions. The collection of
valid database states and state transitions is therefore
an interpretation of the theory. Application-specific ax
ioms of the theory are called integrity constraints. In
tegrity constraints represent the time-invariant proper
ties of data in the database and serve as the validity cri
teria of the database evolution. In order to be a model
of the evolving world, a database system must handle
changes and check, when a state transition occurs, that
both the new state and the state transition are valid
with respect to the integrity constraints.
A transaction is a program of actions which manip
ulates data in the database. In general a state transition
is caused by executing a transaction on a valid database
state to yield another state. The transactions we con
sider are deterministic programs such that the resulting
state of performing a transaction in a state is uniquely
determined by the initial state and the transaction. We
also want to have transactions correspond to real-world
actions. While physically any update sequence is exe

cutable in the database, not all of them have meaningful
counterparts in the real-world for which the database is
a model. The evolution of a database can be depicted
by a directed graph whose nodes are database states
and whose arcs are transactions. This evolution graph
has the following properties: (1) it is not complete, i.e,,
not every state is reachable from every other state via
the execution of a transaction; (2) it is a multi-graph,
i.e., there may be more than one transaction capable
of transforming one state to another; and (3) it is both
reflexive and transitive, because every state is reachable
from itself through a null transaction and the concate
nation of two transactions is also a transaction. Com
pared with general Kripke structures, database evolu
tion graphs characterize not only possible worlds but
also possible actions and therefore bear more semantic
information.
There are various ways that the evolution graph
can be constrained with the integrity constraints. Static
constraints specify the semantics of single states in the
graph. Dynamic constraints specify the semantics of
collections of states and transactions. We are espe
cially interested in a subclass of the dynamic constraints
called the transaction constraints, which describe the
relationships among two states and a transaction that
connects them. The verification of integrity constraints
involves the consistency proof of the set of constraints,
i.e., a proof of the existence of a non-empty evolution
graph that satisfies the constraints. The validation of
a transaction against a set of integrity constraints in
volves the proof that the transaction preserves the va
lidity of the integrity constraints. We need a formal
system in which we can conduct such verification and
validation conveniently, efficiently, and automatically.
In such a formal system, computational states and state
transitions should be an integral part of the vocabulary,
integrity constraints and transactions should be speci
fiable as expressions, transactions should correspond to
programs executable in the databases, and the effects of
transactions on the validity of the integrity constraints
should be derivable from formal proofs.
There has been extensive work in the specification
and validation of integrity constraints, most of which
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concentrated on static constraints with first-order logic
as the underlying formalism. The importance of the
specification of the dynamic database behavior is real
ized in [2,3]. Research in dynamic constraints is dom
inated by the use of temporal logic[6,8,ll] or higherorder logics[7]. There are three problems associated
with temporal logic approach. First, temporal logic is
natural in describing executions of transactions, rather
than transactions themselves. New variables have to be
introduced in order to refer to objects at different states
implicitly. Secondly, transactions are not expressible in
temporal logic. Although several researchers noticed
the importance of expressing transactions^,11], they
treat the set of transactions as a given set of “black
box” actions whose effects on the validity of constraints
are pre-determined and cannot be reasoned about. The
third problem of using temporal logic is associated with
the complexity of its proof methods. It is already known
that first-order temporal logic has no effective complete
proof methods[l]. Automated theorem-proving tech
niques for temporal logic are less developed than those
for classical first-order logic, giving fewer opportuni
ties for automated constraint validation. The expres
sive power of temporal logic is severely restricted in [8]
to make the validation of dynamic constraints possible.
There is growing interest in the automatic verifica
tion of transaction validity with respect to a set of in
tegrity constraints. Variations of dynamic logic[5,9,12]
or Boyer-Moore logic[19] are used as verification for
malisms. Transactions are objects in the logic and the
effects of transactions are determined by axioms, builtin lemmas, and inference rules which describe the ef
fects of various language constructs. In order to rea
son about expressions in the transaction language, firstorder logic is usually combined with dynamic logic in
incoherent ways. Theorems involving existential quan
tification cannot be handled in Boyer-Moore logic. Dy
namic constraints are not specifiable in these formalisms
directly because states are not objects in the language.
Hence only the validity of transactions against static
constraints can be verified. These logics are not suit
able for transaction synthesis.

of imperative LISP programs[16]. This variant has been
shown to be a very useful and feasible formal system for
the automated program synthesis.
We introduce a transaction logic adapted from a
variant of first-order situational logic and apply it to the
specification of database integrity constraints and trans
actions. In our logic, computational states and state
transitions are explicit objects. Integrity constraints are
logical expressions which may refer to states and state
transitions. Transactions are expressions mapping from
states into states. By constraining ourselves to classical
first-order logic which has a more efficient proof the
ory and better developed automated theorem-proving
techniques than higher-order logics, the verification of
database specification is reduced to first-order consis
tency proofs. Showing that a transaction preserves a
set of integrity constraints is equivalent to testing the
satisfaction of a sentence, and the synthesis of a trans
action involves a constructive proof of a theorem in our
logic.
The paper is organized as follows. The transaction
logic is introduced in Section 2. Relational databases,
schemas, transactions, and integrity constraints are de
fined in terms of the logic in Section 3. In Section 4
we apply the formalism to the specification of integrity
constraints and transactions respectively. Section 5 con
cludes the paper.
2. A T ransaction Logic

We motivate the definition of our transaction logic
by considering its expected properties. First of all,
states and state transitions should be an integral part
of the vocabulary, which means that they have to be
explicit objects in our language. States should charac
terize the space of the database evolution. State tran
sitions are viewed as mappings from states into states,
which can be composed to form new state transitions.
Secondly, integrity constraints and transactions should
be specifiable as expressions. This requires that the ex
pressions in the logic can refer to different states and
state transitions. In order to reason about the effects of
transactions on the validity of the integrity constraints,
an appropriate proof system for our transaction logic is
necessary. Finally, transactions should only correspond
to executable state transitions. As an example of non
executable transactions, consider the following program
as a sentence in ordinary situational logic:

Situational logic was introduced by McCarthy[18]
as a convenient formalism for describing situations, ac
tions, and causality. Burstall[4] first used this formalism
to reason about programs that manipulate the states of
a computation. It has been used in qa 3[10] to synthe
size robot plans and in p r o w [21] to synthesize imper
ative programs. Manna and Waldinger adapted situ
ational logic to be a general framework for describing
ALGOL-like programming languages[14]. Recently a re
stricted variant of situational logic is developed for au
tomated planning[15] and for the deductive synthesis

if greater-than(modify(so,sal(c),sal(c) + 100),
sal(c), sal(m gr(c)))
th en modify(so, sal(c), 1.1 * sal(c))
else modify(so, sal(c), 1.2 * sal(c))

The above transaction first increases the salary of c at
state sq by 100 to yield a new state, then tests whether
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to form new f-expressions. We consider three such flu
ent functions. For a variable x, an f-formula p, and fexpressions s, t of state sort, we define the f-expressions
s;;i, if p then s else t, foreach x\p do s to be respec
tively the composition fluent, the condition fluent, and
the iteration fluent. The composition fluent s;;f repre
sents the fluent obtained by evaluating s followed by t.
The condition fluent if p then s else t denotes the flu
ent obtained by evaluating s if p is true and evaluating
t otherwise. Let x i, .. ., xn be an arbitrary enumeration
of all the z’s that satisfy p, the iteration fluent foreach
a:|p do s is equivalent to the composition of n fluents:
s[xi/x];;.. .\\s[xn/x]. The result of evaluating an iter
ation fluent at a state w is not defined if either there
are infinite number of x’s satisfying p at w or the re
sulting state depends on the order of enumeration. The
composition fluent is associative, and has an identity A
which is an f-constant denoting the identity mapping:
(s;;f);;u= s;;(f;;u)
composition-associativity
A;;s = s;;A = s
identity-fluent
The f-expressions do not refer to states explicitly.
In order to determine the object, truth value, or state
that an f-expression e designates with respect to a spe
cific state w, we provide situational functions and apply
them to u>,e. The s-expressions w:e, w::e, w;e denote
respectively the object, the truth value, and the state
obtained by evaluating e at state w. For example, the
s-expressions
w:salary(e), w::work-in-project(e,p), w;hire(e),
denote respectively the salary of employee e at state
w, the truth value of the assertion “employee e works
in project p” at state tn, and the state after hiring e
at state w. The following axioms govern the behav
ior of the situational functions. For a state w, an ffunction
. .,t„) of an object sort, an f-function
g(ti,. .., tn) of state sort, an f-predicate P(tj tn),
and an f-formula p(x, y), where t\ ,..., tn are f-terms,
x = [zi,..., zm] and y = [pi, •.., y„] are two lists of
the free variables of p,
tn:/(<i,..., tn) = /'(tn, w.t\ ,..., w:tn) object-linkage
iu::P(tx, . .., t.n) = P'(w, w.ti, ..., w.tn)
predicate-linkage
w\g(t\ , ..., tn) = g'{tn, w.t\ ,..., tv.tn) state-linkage
™:{f{y)\p(x, y)} = {/'(tn, y)|p'(tn, x, y)}
setformer-hnkagc
The interaction of the situational functions with
the fluent functions are also characterized by a set ol
axioms, which relate the evaluation of composite fluents
with the evaluation of the component fluents. For state
tn, f-terms s,t of state sort, and f-formula p,
tn;(s;;i)=(tn;s);f
composition-linkag<

the salary of c is greater than the salary of the manager
of c in the new state; if it is true then the salary of c is
increased by 10% of its original salary at s q , otherwise
it is increased by 20%. The program is not executable
because as soon as the salary of c is increased by 100,
the original salary value is destroyed and there is no
way to execute either of the branches. The problem
lies in the fact that computer memory represents im
plicitly the current state of the computation and there
fore programs only have access to this current state.
To avoid non-executable transactions, only a subset of
the expressions of the language should be considered as
sound transactions, although the full power of the sit
uational logic should be retained as specification and
proof mechanisms.
We define our transaction logic to be an instance
of many-sorted first-order logic. We distinguish two
classes of sorts in our logic: the situational sorts and
the fluent sorts. Each situational sort has an associated
fluent sort and vice versa. There are 5 types of fluent
sorts and the associated situational sorts: (1) the state
sort state; (2) the atom sort of natural numbers at,
which is the sort for attribute values; (3) the n-ary tu
ple sort ntup for every n > 0, which are the sorts for
tuples in relations; (4) the finite n-ary set sort nset for
every n > 0, which are the sorts for relations; and (5)
the identifier sorts, which are the sorts for tuple and
relation identifiers, including the n-ary tuple identifier
sort nt-id and the n-ary set identifier sort ns-id.
We also distinguish two kinds of expressions: (1)
expressions of situational sorts are situational expres
sions or s-expressions, which denote particular values
in specific states; and (2) expressions of fluent sorts are
fluent expressions or f-expressions, which only have val
ues when they are evaluated at certain states. In other
words, they can be viewed as mappings from states to
values, which assign meanings to states. As a notational
convention, we’ll write e for an f-expression and e' for its
associated s-expression. For example, the s-expressions
salary1(w, e'), work-in-project!(iu,e',p'), hire'(w,e'),
where w, e', p' are also s-expressions, denote respectively
the salary of employee e' at state tn, the truth value of
the assertion “employee e' works in project p' at state
w" , and the state obtained after hiring person e' at state
w. On the other hand, the f-expressions
salary(e), work-in-project(e, p), hire(e),
where e,p are also f-expressions, only denote an object
(salary), a truth value (e works in p), and a state (after
hiring e) when they are evaluated in a particular state.
Since f-expressions are mappings from states into
objects, truth values, or states, we can compose them
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w ;(ifp th en s else t) = (if w::p then w;s else w,t)

condition-linkage
iteration-linkage

w;(foreach x\p do s) = w\sn
where {x|u>::p} = { x j,..., xn} is the set of x’s satisfying
w::p, and sn = s[xi/x];;...;;s[x,j/x] is the composition
of n f-terms.
Besides situational functions and fluent functions,
there are four kinds of functions and predicates in our
logic: (1) functions and predicates over natural num
bers, including + ,m ax,m in,sum ,sizen,< ; (2) func
tions over n-ary tuples, including selector selectn, gen
erator tuplen; (3) functions and predicates over sets
of n-ary tuples, including union U„, intersection fln,
set difference
cartesian product mxn, set formers
{/(y)|p(z,2/)} where x = [ x i,...,x m], y =
are two disjoint lists of the free variables of p and y
is the list of free variables of /, membership €„, sub
set C„; (4) state-changing functions, including insertn
for inserting an n-ary tuple into a set (relation) of nary tuples, deleten for deleting an n-ary tuple from a
set (relation) of n-ary tuples, modifyn for modifying an
attribute of an n-ary tuple, assign for creating a new
relation; and (5) an identifier function id which gives
the identifier of a tuple or relation. New functions can
be (recursively) defined in terms of these built-in func
tions. For every f-function symbol /, we have an asso
ciated s-function symbol / ' which takes an extra state
argument. For example, hire(e) is an f-function, while
hire'(w,e') is the associated s-function. Predicates are
handled in similar ways.
Since only s-expressions denote values, we define
axioms in our transaction logic to be s-formulas. We
utilize an appropriate set of axioms for natural numbers,
n-ary tuples, and finite sets to describe the functions
and predicates associated with these data structures,
such as the axioms of Presburger Arithmetic and the
axioms of sets[17]. In order to reason about the effect
of evaluating state-changing fluents, we need two groups
of axioms. The action axioms specify the parts of the
states which are changed as the result of evaluating the
fluents and how they are changed. The frame axioms
specify the exact scope of the changes, i.e., what other
parts of the states that do not change. For example, the
fluent modifyn(t,i,v ) can be described by the following
action axiom and frame axiom:
(1 < i < n) —► (selecfn(modify'n(w ,w :t,i,v),
Tnodif]fn(w , tu:t, i , v):t , i)= v)
modify-action
(i j V id'(w, w:t i) ^ id'(w, w.tn)) —►
(select'n(w ,w :ti,i) — select'n(modify'n(w ,w :t 2 ,j,v ),
modify'n(iu, w:t 2 ,j, v):ti, ¿))
modify-frame

The set of these axioms about the data structures,
state-changing fluents, situational functions, and flu

ent functions form a domain-independent theory of the
database evolution in classical many-sorted first-order
logic. We call this theory the situational transaction
theory and denote it by Tc where £ is the underly
ing logical language. The theory can be extended with
domain-dependent axioms or integrity constraints to
form theories for specific applications. A first-order
proof system such as the deductive tableau system in
[13] is sufficient for performing deduction in this theory.
3. R elational D atabases
The situational transaction theory introduced in
Section 2 characterizes the domain-independent prop
erties of databases, both the evolution of databases and
the structures of data at every database state. The
domain-dependent properties of a relational database,
those representing the semantics of the data, are char
acterized by a set of relation schemas together with a
set of integrity constraints. If we define a relational
database schema intuitively to be a collection of knowl
edge about the database, it should contain both the
domain-independent and domain-dependent properties
of the data. This leads to the following definition.
D efinition 1. A relational database schema E is a
triple {Tc, TZ, IC), where £ is the situational language,
Tc is the situational transaction theory, 77. is a set of
relation f-constants, and IC is a set of closed s-formulas
over £ U 77, called the integrity constraints.
Any relational database can be viewed as a model
of the situational transaction theory. The model cap
tures the whole lifetime of the database. In such a
model, there is a set of computational states. Each
state is characterized by the values of objects in the
database: attributes, tuples, relations, etc. Fluent ex
pressions correspond to mappings from states to ob
jects. Hence we have:
D efinition 2. A relational database DB% over the re
lational database schema E = {Tc,IZ, IC) is a model of
the situational transaction theory Tc over the language
£ U77. A database state is an element in the universe
assigned to the situational state sort in £.
As mentioned before, only a subset of the expres
sions in our transaction logic corresponds to executable
programs. This subset is exactly the set of fluent terms.
Therefore programs do not explicitly designate objects
but they yield objects when being evaluated or executed
in specific states. There are two types of f-terms or pro
grams: f-terms of object sorts and f-terms of state sort.
The definition below makes these concepts clear.
D efinition 3. A database program Tr(x) with param
eters x = [ x i,...,x n] over relational database schema
E = {Tc,TZ, IC) is an f-term in £ U 77 whose only free
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the previous section cannot be expressed with tempo
ral logic. Hence our transaction logic is strictly more
expressive than first-order temporal logic, the former
can be used to characterize database evolution graphs
while the latter is only suitable for specifying properties
of Kripke structures.
Now we turn our attention to the semantics of rela
tional databases in the presence of dynamic constraints.
Given a database schema S = (Tc, 71, IC), the verifi
cation of £ involves a proof that the theory Tc U IC is
consistent, or TcU lC has a model M over the language
C u ll. Since Tc U IC is a theory in first-order logic,
schema verification is no more difficult than a first-order
consistency problem and taking dynamic constraints
into consideration does not increase the complexity of
schema verification.
A relational database DB% = (Tc,H, IC) is valid
if DBs )= IC. The validation of an integrity constraint
<f 6 IC against D Bs is to show that D Bs \= <f>■ How
ever, general constraint validation is made impossible
by the fact that many reasonable applications have in
finite number of database states. Only a partial model,
rather than a complete database DB-z, can be main
tained for access, which is usually the current state and
sometimes a part of database history. We say that an
integrity constraint is checkable if its validity in the
maintained partial model, together with the assump
tion that the database has been valid in the history, im
plies its validity in the complete model. For example, if
the database only keeps track of the current state, then
static constraints are checkable but dynamic constraints
are not. If both the current state and the previous state
are maintained, then certain transaction constraints be
come checkable. There has to be certain compromise
between the expressiveness of the semantic specifica
tion and the ability of the database system to properly
maintain the semantics, although a powerful formalism
like ours is still useful in expressing the human under
standing of the database semantics. In practice, some
dynamic constraints can be checked by encoding partial
history information into every state. In the next section,
we give examples of constraints which are checkable
with various amount of history maintained. However
a precise characterization of constraint checkability and
its relationship with constraint maintainability is out of
the scope of this paper.
4, Exam ple Specification
Throughout the section, we draw examples from
the employee database below. For notational conve
nience, we write selectn(t, i) as /(f) where / is the z-th
attribute of n-ary tuple t. Also we use the more familiar
infix notations for operators such as +, £, C.
EMP(e-name, e-dept, salary, age, m-status)

variables are parameters in x. A database program is a
transaction if it is of state sort, otherwise it is a query.
Unlike transactions, integrity constraints can be ar
bitrary situational assertions in our transaction logic.
Integrity constraints serve the purposes of defining valid
database states and valid transactions. The former type
of constraints describes the static semantics of the data
base and the latter type of constraints describes the dy
namic semantics of the database. This distinction leads
to the following definition:
D efinition 4. Given the relational database schema
S = (Tc,7l-, IC ), define p £ IC to be a static cons
traint if it is equivalent to an s-formula of the form
(Vs t a t e ' s)(s:'-q) for some f-formula q. Otherwise it is a
dynamic constraint.
The transaction logic provides a very powerful tool
for the specification of database semantics. To illus
trate its expressive power, we may compare it with firstorder temporal logic, which is one of the most widely
used modal logics for describing computations. In firstorder temporal logic[l], there are five modal operators:
□ ,0 ,
For temporal formulas a and /?, the in
formal semantics of the modal operators is:
[ ] a : from now on a is always true
Q a: a is true in the next state
On: a is eventually true
alff): a is true until ¡3 is true
aV(3: a precedes /3
In applying temporal logic to describe database
evolution, the next-state relation and the accessibility
relation collapse due to the fact that database evolution
graphs are transitive: O a = On for all a. We may de
fine a mapping 6 from the set of formulas in temporal
logic to a set of formulas in situational logic, such that a
temporal formula a is valid at state s in temporal logic
if and only if 6(s, a) is valid in situational logic.
¿>(s,a) = s::a, no temporal operators in a
if s ,D tt) = (V s ta te t)H s - ,t.,a )
6(8, O a ) — (~ ^state^)6(s ,t, Or)
6(s,aUp) = (Vstate t)(6(,;t,a)V
(3stated 1)(3jiotef2)(f —t 1ii^2 A 6(s',ti ,/?)))
6(s,aV0) = (3,tatet)(6(s-,t,a) A
(Vsiaiefl)(VsiateÎ 2)(f = <i;;*2 6(s]t i , ->/?)))
The above argument shows that our transaction
logic is at least as powerful as first-order temporal logic
in specifying dynamic semantics of databases. On the
other hand, any integrity constraints in our transac
tion logic which describe properties of specific transac
tions are not expressible in first-order temporal logic,
because programs are not objects in the formalism. For
example, the axioms for the fluent function modifyn in
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DEPT(d-name, chair, location)
PROJ(p-name, t-alloc)
ALLOC(a-emp, a-proj, perc)
SKILL(s-emp, s-no)
Exam ple 1. Suppose our employee database requires
that (1) Each employee works for at least one project;
(2) Each alloc tuple must be associated with a valid
project; and (3) No employees should be allocated over
100% of their time. These constraints are part of the
static semantics of the database. The following sen
tences specify them in our transaction logic:
f t s t a t e 1s 'jQ d s t u p 'Z ) ( 3 2 iu p , U )

(e' e s:EMP
—► a' £ s\ALLOC A e-name'(s,e') = a-emp'(s,a'))

{ y s t a t e ' S t u p ' & ) ( ^ 2 t u p 'P )

(a1 £ s-.ALLOC
—► p' £ s:PROJ A a-proj'(s, a') = p-name'(s,p'))
y s t a t e ' s ) y 5tuP'e )
(e' £ s-.EMP
—* sum'(s, {perc(s, a')|a' £ s.ALLOC A
a-emp'(s,a') — e-name'(s,e')})< 100)
Exam ple 2. There is an integrity constraint which says
that an employee cannot be single if he was married
before. We may represent it as a constraint over states:
if an employee in state sj is not single and is younger
than himself in state S2 , then he cannot be single in S2 ,

Exam ple 3. As another example of transaction con
straints, consider the assertion that an employee retains
a skill as soon as he obtains it:
y s t a t e 1s ' l y s t a t e l y S t u p ^ y 2 t u p k )

(s:e £ s:E M P A s\t:e £ s;t:E M P A
s:k £ s'.SKILL A s-emp'(s, s:k)= e-name'(s,s:e)
—*■ s;t:k £ s,t:SKLLL)

It is a transaction constraint since if an employee does
not possess a type of skill in S2 = si; t which he has in si
then S2 is not reachable from si via a valid transaction.
The constraint should not be expressed as saying that
the deletion of skill tuples is prohibited, because we do
want to delete the skill tuples associated with an em
ployee when we delete the employee himself. Given that
employees are never rehired, this constraint is checkable
with a history of two states because the relationship C
is transitive. If the set of skills of an employee in the
previous state is a subset of that in the current state, his
set of skills in any history state must also be a subset.
The constraint that an employee’s salary cannot de
crease unless he switches departments is an executability condition of transactions that change the salary at
tribute:
y s t a t e ' s)(Vs t a t e f y y 5 t u p C )
(s:e £ s:E M P A s\t:e £ s\t:E M P A
salai~y'(s,s:e)-£.salary'(s\t,s;t:e )
e-dept(s,s:e) 7 ^ e-dept!{s\t\, sji^e)))

( y s t a t e ' S l ' j i y s t a t e 'S 2 ') ( y 5 t u p & ')

(si:e £ sx’.E M P A S2 :e £ s^-.EMPA
age'(si, Si:e)<age' (s 2 , S2 '.e) A m -status'(si,si:e)j: S
m-status'{s2,S2-e)^ S)
The above assertion has in fact a built-in assumption
that if an employee in si is younger than himself in S2
then S2 is reachable from si, which is not always true.
Two states may very well be in contradition as long
as they are not reachable from each other. Hence the
right way to specify the constraint is in the form of a
transaction constraint which says that if an employee
is not single in si and is younger than himself in S2 in
which he is single, then S2 is not reachable from sj:

The constraint enforces restrictions not only on the two
end states of a transaction but also on the possible tran
sitions in between. If a transaction decreases the salary
of someone, it has to go through an intermediate state
at which the employee switches departments. Thus va
lidity is not determined solely by the two end states.
Since < is also transitive, this constraint is checkable
in three states. If we replace < by yt, i.e., the salary
of an employee is never the same as before, then the
constraint is checkable only with a complete history.
Now we consider transaction constraints in the Struc
tural Model[22] which concern about the reference con
nection (e.g., employees refer to their departments) and
association connection (e.g., allocations are associated
with projects). Statically both of these connections are
referential constraints, but they have different dynamic
behavior: a department should not be deleted if it has
employees while all allocations should be deleted along
with the deletion of a project.

y s t a t e 'S ) ly s t a t e l y 5 tu p € )

( s:e £ s:E M P A s\t:e £ s\t\E M P A

age'(s,s:e)<age'(s,t,s,t:e)A m-stalus'(s, s:e)^ S

—*■ m-status'(s,t, s,t:e)jh S )
If employees cannot be rehired then this constraint is
checkable with a history of two states: the current state
cs and the previous state ps. Suppose an employee is
single in cs, then he must be single in ps. Since the
history before cs is valid, the employee is single in any
state in the history that can reach ps and hence cs.

y s t a t e ' s ) y 3 t u p d ) { s ' . .‘ { d £ D E P T ) A

->(3 5 tuP'e')(e' G s-.EMPA
e-deptf(s , e')—d-name'{s, s\dj)
—* s',delete3 (d,DEPT)::(d £D EPT))
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(Vsiale'S)(V s t a t e t ) ( y 2 t u p p )
(s:p £ s:PROJAs;t:p £ s;t:PROJ
—>■“’(331up'a')(a' £ s;t\ALLOC A
a-emp'(s;t, a')—p-name'{s;t, s;t\p)))
The first constraint serves as a pre-condition for a trans
action which deletes dept tuples. It is checkable with
two states. The second constraint can be subsumed by
the referential constraint in Example 1. Therefore dy
namically the association connections are equivalent to
static referential constraints.
Exam ple 4. There are more complex dynamic con
straints which do not fit in the subclass of transac
tion constraints. They usually involve more states and
transactions. Assume our employee application requires
that once an employee is fired, he should never be hired
again:
( V s t a t e ' S ) ( V s t a t e ^ l XV5tupe)
(s:e 6 s.E M P A s;t\:e £ s;ty.EM P
->■ -'(3statet2)(s]ti-,t2:e £ s;tx;t2:EM P))
This constraint is not checkable without knowing the
complete history of database evolution. To avoid the
overhead of history maintenance, we may encode part of
the history by having a relation fire about those employ
ees fired by the company. Such an encoding makes the
constraint statically checkable, by adding a static cons
traint (VSia£e's)(V 5fyp'e,)(e/ € s.FIRE —+ e1 s:EMP).
As another example of non-transaction constraints, sup
pose we require that every transaction is invertible un
less it modifies the age of an employee:
Çd s l a t e 1s ) { ^ s t a t e ^ l )

((V5tupe)(s:e € s:EM PA s;tx:e £ s;tx\EM P A
age'(s, s:e)=age'(s;tx, s;t x:e))
^
2)(s — £,¿1,0))
It is not checkable because whenever a transaction is
executed, the existence of an inverse transaction needs
to be proved. The statement that no projects should
last forever is not checkable for the same reason:
( y s t a t e ' ®)(V 2 t u p P )

(s:p £ S-.PROJ -* (3,tatet)(s,t:p £ s;t:PROJ))
Exam ple 5. The situational transaction logic we de
veloped can also be used for the specification of trans
actions. The transaction below cancels a project p,
fires those employees who become not involved in any
projects, and reduce the salaries of those who still work
for some other projects.
tx-ansaction cancel-project(p, v)
assign(E, {a-emp(a)|a £ALLOC A
a-proj{a) =p-name(p)});;
foi-each a|a £ALLOCAa-proj(a) =p-name(p) do
delete2(a, ALLOC);;
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delete2(p,PROJ);;
foreach e|e £EMPAe-name(e) £ E do
if (33iupa)(a EALLOCAa-emp(a) =e-name(e))
then modifyz{e, 3, salary(e) —v)
else delete$(e,EMP)
end
Many constraints can also be checked by proving cer
tain properties of the transactions involved, with only a
history of one state maintained. This combines model
checking with theorem-proving. For example, the trans
action here can be proved to preserve the validity of
all transaction constraints in Examples 2 and 3 except
that it may violate the. one about salary modification
if there are employees who work for projects besides
p. The validity of the first constraint in Example 4 is
also preserved since the transaction does not hire new
employees.
Exam ple 6 . The previous example illustrates the pro
cedural specification of a transaction. We may also
give a declarative specification of the same transaction
and rely on a theorem-prover to synthesize a procedural
transaction by constructive proofs.
(W f aie,^ ) ( 3 jta te ^ )

(s;t:p £ s;t:PROJA
(V5iUpe)(V'3(Upa)(s:e £ s:EMPAs:a £ s:ASSIGNA
a-prof(s, s:a)=p-name'(s, s:p)A
a-emp'(s, s:a)= e-name'(s, s.e)
—*salary'(s, s:e)—v =salary'(s;t, s;t:e)))
The above specification is treated as a theorm. The
theorem can be proved and a transaction is constructed
as a by-product of the proof. Notice that the deletion
of the associated allocations and those employees who
do not work for any projects are not specified in the
theorem, they are created during the proof to satisfy
the integrity constraints in Example 1. Because of the
limitation in space, we won’t give further description of
the proof.
5. C onclusion
We developed a situational transaction logic as the
uniform formalism for the specification of the dynamic
behavior of the databases, including the dynamic in
tegrity constraints which specify the properties of data
base state transitions and the transactions whose exe
cutions cause the state transitions. Based on the for
malism, we defined informally the trade-off between the
expressive power of the semantic specification and the
validation capability of the database system. Our for
malism is very powerful in specifying the dynamic se
mantics of the database evolution, and yet it remains a
first-order logic for which automated theorem-proving
techniques are better-understood. We also indicated

the application of our formalism to the verification and
synthesis of transactions.
Several directions for future work are possible. We
only gave an informal description of constraint check
ability. Precise characterizations are needed to con
trol the interaction of specification expressiveness and
history maintenance. We may treat checkability as a
specification complexity measure and investigate the
relationships between various classes of integrity con
straints, such as that between static and dynamic con
straints^!)]. Our formalism is also applicable to the
verification and synthesis of transactions. Transaction
verification can be combined with constraint validation
to make more constraints checkable with less amount of
history maintained, which leads to more knowledgable
database systems.
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